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ABSTRACT
The article analyses changes in Ukrainian folk beliefs about the afterlife in the face of forced resettlement due to the construction of hydroelectric power stations and water reservoirs. During resettlement, folk beliefs were adapted to the conditions of the time, under the influence of Soviet atheism and propaganda. Later, especially since the independence of Ukraine, migrants have tried to restore the lost connection between the living and the dead by establishing and consecrating crosses on common graves in which the remains of former villagers are reburied. Today, narratives about the relocation of a cemetery express anxiety about the disturbance of the dead and the idea of the impossibility of complete resettlement from an ancient place of residence.
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INTRODUCTION

The construction of a cascade of hydroelectric power plants on the Dnipro and Dnister (1920s–1980s) led to the forced relocation of villages from the flood zone. The main feature of these relocations was the well-known prospect of impossibility to return to the flooded place which remained under water. This condition also required the eviction not only of its living inhabitants but also of the dead: it was necessary to move cemeteries from the flood zone. The empirical database for my study consists of oral historical memories of people resettled from the flood zone, as well as published sources (Lesyk 2007; Kostjukova and Jevtushenko 2010; Horbnjak 2013; 2020; Sorokova 2015; Kuzmenko-Lisovenko 2018; Mykhnjak 2018; 2020; Mykhnjak and Zuber 2019). The interviews were recorded by the author during field trips conducted between 2012 and 2021.

The purpose of the study is to show, through analysis of the concept of cemetery, how the forced relocation of cemeteries influenced a change in perceptions of the after-
life, which can be seen as a connection between the living and the dead. In addition, I will explore how Ukrainians coped as individuals with the relocation of the cemeteries and how they comprehended the experience of resettlement. The article is the third in a series of works on forced resettlement. The first article explored the concept of house (Koval-Fuchylo 2016); the second studied the concept of land (Koval-Fuchylo 2018). I use the term concept to denote a set of expression forms of meanings important for culture (Tolstaya 2013: 109). These forms in our particular case are expressed in nominations, permanent motifs, folklorised, and folklore, texts.

RELOCATION OF CEMETERIES AND BELIEFS ABOUT THE AFTERLIFE

In the narratives about the resettlement, the cemetery is the main sacred place, because churches in many villages were destroyed long before the resettlement. So, the transfer of the cemeteries was especially difficult and tragic for people.

Cemeteries were moved – dug up. We had gravediggers from Nova Kakhovka. Here they dig, take away the bones, and then put anything else back in the grave. And then, when the water was released in September, all the coffins went there, to the dam. But there they were pulled out [...] our cemeteries moved. And those who were recently buried were carried in coffins. (MAF)

Some took out [the monument], some were engraved on stones. Yes. There was barbarism. Under the guise of flooding was barbarism! There were beautiful monuments. (NOH)

And those ancient graves were dug up in boxes there and also buried all together [...]. They dug my brother grave and buried in it. (HNI)

Oh cemeteries – terribly moved over! We have a common grave, but not everyone was moved. And when the water began to arrive and everything floated! (ZVF)

But the most painful was when the parents’ graves were excavated to rebury the remains in a new place. If there were living relatives, they took their ancestors out of the cemetery on their own. I remember my father and I going to bury my grandfather Svyryd. And there were unattended graves. They were all dug up and wrapped in a mass grave. (Kostjukova and Jevtushenko 2010: 63)

The resettlement of the relatives’ and friends’ ashes was a particularly painful topic. Many could not do so due to various circumstances. People came to the village, they were called gravediggers. They deployed a cemetery in Pidsinne. The ashes of many peoples were transported to the village Divychky, where they were reburied in a mass grave. (Mykhnjak and Zuber 2019: 274)
When they moved the cemetery, I cried, I saw them being dug. How many laments there were, it is impossible to say. There were only braids and skulls. When I went to the cemetery, I don’t sleep at night, I cried. (Mykhnjak 2018: 153)

Thus, the narrators called the transfer of the cemeteries “barbarism”, “horrible”, “most painful”, “most terrible”, accompanied by crying and wailing. The worst events began after the resettlement, specifically when the water started to erode the earth and bring coffins, skulls, bones to the surface. Why did all this upset the settlers so much and caused an increase in use of folklore and social memorial practice? This is due to a complex of traditional beliefs, both pre-Christian and Christian, about the dead, the afterlife, and the connection between the dead and the living. There are many scholarly works on the cemeteries, including on the rules of their arrangement and beliefs about the afterlife (Plotnikova 2004; Koval-Fuchylo 2012; 2014; Sushko 2012; Oprelianska 2021; Taran 2021). I mention here the regulations that are relevant for Ukrainian traditional culture and that were violated due to the relocation of the cemetery. Firstly, reburials have occurred repeatedly in Ukrainian history, especially after the Second World War. Each reburial was intended to bring the remains of the deceased people near to their homes. During resettlement because of reservoir development, all the dead were moved away from their homes and their houses were destroyed. In addition, in Ukrainian tradition it is important to know a person’s exact place of burial so that relatives can come and mourn the deceased. During transfer of the cemeteries, this was lost.

In the Ukrainian folk worldview, the grave is thought of as the deceased person’s residence, understood as their ‘eternal home’ after death. An open grave as a part of otherworldly space is considered dangerous. In contrast, a closed grave, a tombstone and a cross were identified with deceased people (Plotnikova 2004: 267). Folk ideas about the afterlife are a syncretism of pre-Christian and Christian ideas. The cemetery is the main place of residence of the ancestors. Thus, if someone dreams that a dead person asks for something, then this thing could be passed through the cemetery by being placed in the coffin of the next person to die and buried with them (Vinogradova and Levkiyevskaya 2012: 755). People believe that on the day of the funeral dead people come for the newly deceased, meeting him or her on the way to the cemetery (ibid.: 754). The popular imagination gives the dead the ability to visit, to show their presence, to help, or to harm the living. The soul of the deceased person is often endowed with the ability to move (ibid.: 753–754), after which the soul returns to the cemetery and exists there.

The cemetery in Ukrainian traditional culture is associated with a number of important concepts, strict prohibitions and recommendations that remain relevant in our time, although more so half a century ago, when the resettlement took place. Thus, first of all, the cemetery has always been a place of activation of cultural and historical memory for the rural community and society in general (Taran 2021). In any tradition, “funeral customs have never been directed only at the deceased, but have always been of great importance to humankind as one of the most effective means of ritual communication” (Kõivupuu 2021: 177). This is especially true with respect to Ukrainian villages, where churches were often destroyed by the Soviet regime long before. The cemetery was the main sacred place for a village without a church. The destruction of the cemetery was essentially the destruction of the community spiritual centre, as well as the abode of the
dead. According to popular belief, the dead not only rest in the cemetery, but also visit their living relatives on the appropriate days during the rituals of the calendar, wait for these relatives with food gifts on special days, watch over them, and sometimes even show their presence. The main remembrance day in Ukraine is one week after Easter: Farewell, Farewell Sunday, and Farewell Monday (Taran 2021: 251). On those days, a joint meal took place in the cemetery with the dead, an event that is a survival from the pre-Christian period.

In traditional culture, there are strict recommendations for a visit to the cemetery. It is necessary to enter through the gate, because otherwise the dead do not see visitors (ibid.: 249). On the days of visits and of funerals it is possible to leave the cemetery only through the gates, so as not to cause trouble. There is a belief all over Ukraine that the last buried person waits at the cemetery gates. When the next dead person arrives, they change places at the gate (Vinogradova and Levkiyevskaya 2012: 754). It is interesting that cemetery gates are constructed even in those cemeteries where for some reason there is no fence (Taran 2021: 249).

In Ukrainian folk culture, the grave is important as part of the “topography of memory” (Kuzmenko 2018: 551). Common (mass) graves and military grave mounds have become objects of ancient historical legends (Dragomanov 1876: 227–236; Kuzmenko 2018: 551). Oksana Kuzmenko (2018: 550–570), a researcher of 20th century Ukrainian folklore, singles out the concept of the grave as one of the most important in oral poetic texts of war. She states: “Ukrainian folklore of the 20th century presented rich material, where the [grave] plays an important role in symbolising not only the existential and domestic, but also socio-political space” (ibid.: 552). In oral history about military events, the image of the grave is the compositional centre. There are stories about the destruction and building of graves, where destruction is the work of enemies and strangers. “Attributive constant, expressed through the constant epithet ‘dug grave’ or predicative forms (‘dug’, ‘destroyed’, ‘scattered’, ‘spread’), actualizes the archaic components in the symbolism of the desecrated grave” (ibid.: 560). Such a grave was dangerous, its damage was perceived as a sinful act (Plotnikova 2004: 266–269).

It is not surprising that digging graves has become a painful, atypical, tragic experience for people. In poetic form it was described by the poetess Olha Dyachenko:

Swallows do not fly to Zrubynsi
Because Zrubynsi is no more.
Janissaries with poisonous hearts
Demolished the cemetery with jokes.

Ne letyat’ lastivky u Zrubynsi,
Bo Zarubyntsiv bil’she nema.
Yanychary z sertsymy yaduchymy
Kladovyschche znesly zhartoma. (Sorokova 2015: 68)

Ukrainian folklore, in particular the genre of curses, convincingly proves that the scattered bones of the deceased is the worst thing that could happen to a person after death: “To throw your bones out of the grave – it’s a terrible curse!” (Ivannikova 2015: 113). There are variants of this curse: “Let your bones be thrown out of the grave!”, “Let your bones be scattered!”, “Let your bones be lost!” (ibid.: 120). Even women who often cursed were afraid to utter this curse. According to popular belief, transformed under
the influence of Christianity, such a deceased person would not rise at the Last Judgment and would therefore lose eternal life (ibid.: 112). In a situation of forced relocation, people had to reconcile these beliefs about the dead with the need to move them to a new burial place. The bones of all generations of ancestors buried in ancient cemeteries near Dnipro had to be disturbed and moved. It is clear that this was a heavy blow to the worldview of the peasants.

When graves had to be dug up, people’s worldview had to adapt to these forced changes, which resulted in hybridisation of beliefs about the afterlife. In this situation, Christian ideas about the soul came to the rescue. People appealed to the fact that only the body was in the grave, not the soul. These beliefs are not directly voiced anywhere in memoirs written by those affected, but they are evidenced by numerous statements, such as: “There is nothing there, only dust in a coffin. There is nothing there any more, woman. Bones.” (DVI); “Only braids and skulls were there” (Mykhnjak 2018: 153). People reassured themselves that the bones of the dead had been reburied. Aggressive atheist state doctrine, as well as other Soviet propaganda of the time, helped to distract from the moral trauma caused by the relocation of cemeteries. After all, it was a time when various resources, including art, were involved in glorifying the construction of hydroelectric power stations. Thus, songs dedicated to these constructions emerged. The poem “Dnipro” (Nud’ha 1960: 171–172, 371) was written in the 1930s by Yaroslav Vasylovych Hrymaylo (1906–1984). The author described the Dnipro as a “proud rebel”, writing that on the banks of this rebellious river “will come workers to convert the power of the Dnipro into electricity”. The “Song of the Kakhovka Sea”, by famous Ukrainian poet Teren (Terentiy) Germanovych Masenko (1903–1970), was written in 1952 and published in Masenko’s collection of poems Spring Cranes (1956) (see Nud’ha 1960: 372). The poem presents the creation of artificial reservoirs as a victory over dry winds, filling the fields with water, the realisation of dreams. As a result of these changes, the Dnipro goes in new, not old, ways (ibid.: 179–180).

However, these hybrid compromises (on hybridity as a cultural phenomenon, see Leete 2019: 3) did little to help the tragedy of loss of the cemetery and the forced intrusion into the peace of the dead. This is evidenced by the narrators, the nominative vocabulary denoting the event, loci, character and subject lines, constant themes and main folklore plots in memories dealing with the transfer of cemeteries.

**NOMINATIONS AND FOLKLORE PLOTS**

According to the scale of emotionality in the list of nominations, we can distinguish different levels of emotional saturation: from emotionally neutral (transferred, composed) to emotionally coloured (taken away, thrown). The lexemes thrown, dumped, buried contain the semantics of condemnation, pointing to how unceremonious the process was and how it was negligent in the performance of required ritual.

The new burial place has the following nominations: brother grave (brats’ka mohyla), white cross (khrest bilyy), common grave (obshcha mohyla), pit (yama), big grave (zdorovy y horb), long graves (dlinni mohyly). Here the emphasis is on the emergence of a new atypical large-scale burial – a common long grave of former residents, those who have already been forgotten, who have no relatives in the relocating village. The desire to
preserve the memory of these former villagers is actualised and verbalised at the plot level of the cemetery concept, specifically in comments and stories about the erection of a monument on these common graves: “There is a cross in the cemetery – it is common [grave]” (LFL). It is also important to emphasise the atypical form of graves, which differ from the usual, individual graves in their length: “And those who already have ancient graves, ancient burials, or had no relatives, they buried them in the same long boxes. And such long graves are in the cemetery.” (ZhNI)

The next nominative group includes names for the remains of the dead: bones (kosti, kostky, kistochky, kostochky), bones of people (kistky lyudey), the deceased (pokiyyny), the dead (pokonyky), remains (reshtky, ostanky), our relatives (svoyi rodychi), the ashes of relatives and friends (prakh ridnykh ta blyz’kykh), the ashes (prakh), braids and skulls (kosy i cherepy), gray braids (syvi kosy), a dust (trusen’). In this group of lexemes the semantics of family relations and the prescription for burial is actualised. Some words report the semantics of the almost complete disappearance of the remains: “There is nothing there but dust in the coffin. There is nothing more there. Bones…” (DVI) The family relations and the age of the grave were crucial during reburials, as people were dug up by their relatives and reburied separately with the ancient dead, who had already become “dust, bones”, were buried in common graves. The reaction to the almost complete disappearance of the dead indicates a change in perceptions of the afterlife and the hybridisation of these perceptions in the face of what had happened. Ultimately people were helped psychologically by experiencing the relocation of the cemeteries.

There is another very important, albeit small, nominative group that includes the main characters in the transfer of the cemeteries: gravediggers (hrobokopateli), diggers (kopachi). Digging graves was a job that no one wanted to do because the dead cannot be disturbed. In Ukrainian traditional culture, even visiting cemeteries is regulated so that people go to the dead on special memorial days. Cases of people going to the grave in grief at their loss are described as atypical. And here it was not just about the visit, but about moving the cemetery. This, as already mentioned, violated the traditional way of treating the dead. Such dangerous work could only be undertaken under duress. In the memoirs, the gravediggers are always strangers, rather than locals, who are often from prisons:

Somewhere in [19]56–[19]57, we lived like this down the hill here, then came guys, we called them gravediggers, they dug cemeteries (BVI).

Prisoners were sent here. They dug up graves. Prisoners from the city were specially sent to dig. They were forced to dig up the dead. (KKL)

Convicts were taken, and convicts dug. There’s a lot of phosphorus there. It was at night in the cemetery that the phosphor shone. It was so scary, it’s scary. (IHI)

On the thematic level of the cemetery there is the constantly repeated folklore motif of the rapid death of these diggers: “There were diggers, gravediggers we called them. ‘Then’, he says, ‘they all died’. This was a very difficult case.” (ZVF) It can be assumed that this motif came about because of the widespread idea of necessary negative consequences for unauthorised contact with the afterlife.

Subject nominations are represented by two main groups of lexemes. The first denotes coffins that had to be transferred (truna, truny, hrob, dubovyna), while the second
denotes a wooden chest in which human bones were placed during the excavation and subsequent transfer to the new burial place: boxes, large box (yashchyky, yashchyk velykyy, yashchychky). These objects form an oppositional pair: coffin – box. At one pole is regulated ancient burial, and at the other an atypical, unusual, even incorrect, container necessitated by the flooding of the old cemetery. I consider these boxes a folklore motif because of how often they are mentioned. The narrators mention these special containers as something that is not as it should be, something that alarms and confuses them. To correct the disturbance of the dead, people installed crosses on the new mass graves of the unknown former residents of their villages.

The fact that not all human remains were removed by the gravediggers from the old cemetery is repeatedly mentioned in the memoirs: “Here they dig, take away the bones, and then everything [else goes] back…” (MAF); “There under water many remained” (TOS); “We have a common grave, but not everyone was moved – and the water began to arrive, and it all floated!” (ZVF) In this context, it is not accidental that a lament for the flooded graves was recorded in the Poltava region:

Because my mother, the kingdom of her soul, their mother also died before that, she was crying and crying: “You are diving, sinking/And you are cursing us for not being taken away.” She says: “You’re lying, my mammy/You’re diving, mammy…
– And she couldn’t take it?
– They couldn’t. There they were taken out, but not much was taken from our village. We had a poor village. (YaHP)

Coffins and bones that appear after the arrival of the water make up another very typical, even folkloric, motif:

And then, when the water was released in September – and all the coffins went there, in the dam (MAF).

And this mountain breaks off, part of the mountain. Gradually breaks down and breaks off. And coffins stick out from there. (KLH)

I say that the Dnipro flows in winter [...] And here I found that the cemetery... In one place I found that the even coffins lie. (PIM)

Interestingly, people who were not displaced, but live close by the resettled villages, told me about crosses underwater. In fact, the crosses, which were often wooden, were burned. The narrators are unanimous in stating that after the cemeteries were moved, all the land was levelled by bulldozer.

The memoirs devote much attention to gravediggers. In folk culture, gravediggers had a high sacred status. In special situations, if necessary, they could even serve as priests (Koval-Fuchylo 2012). During the transfer of the cemetery, the main executors of this work on the one hand performed work that was considered dangerous and even terrible, while on the other hand they acquired the sacred status of gravedigger. All ideas about the afterlife led to the existence of two main gravedigger motifs: the first of high earnings, the second of their untimely death, mentioned above: “And they said that all who dug up graves, they were paid a lot of money, they say: ‘You know, they all died when they were 40–50 years old’” (ZVF).
A common folklore plot is presented in stories about the opening of coffins, of which there are two types in the narrative about the great resettlement. The first is about a body in a coffin, which everyone saw briefly before it fell and disappeared:

The grave is opened, and the deceased lies as if alive, nothing has changed. Only the inflow of fresh air – literally in 10–20 seconds it all fell. [...] Eyewitnesses said so. I have never seen such a thing. This applies to burials. (MMK)

They dug a coffin, opened it and saw a man lying. And then within seconds – nothing was there. Everything had fallen, nothing was left, except for the bones. (MOI)

The second story type is about bones and hair.

The coffin was already shaken, but the bones lay there. And they put all the bones in this box. And everyone agreed to look at my grandfather Svyryd. When his skull was removed, he had all his teeth intact. (YeMI)

Braids, bones. They opened it because the coffin was already rotten. So the grandmother and sister were thrown into the same box and transferred here. (OMP)

These plots were of a local origin. The first type was recorded in Pereyaslav town and in the south of Khmel’nytsky region; the second type in Cherkasy region. Another widespread folkloric motif is emphasis on the establishment of a tombstone cross on a mass grave.

There is a cross in the cemetery – something common. No one was left. There we had a small cemetery. (LIK)

The village council made a large box, and all the bones of people who had no relatives were put in a mass grave. There is also a white cross, we clean it so that it is not overgrown. (RNA)

In 2010, caring Zarubynci residents cultivated the grave, erected a memorial cross; and in 2012 a monument to the victims of the Bukryn bridgehead was erected at Zarubynci cemetery (Sorokova 2015: 68).

The installation of a cross restores the sacredness of the grave. “The sacredness, and hence the indestructibility of the tomb marked by the cross, confirms features of the spiritual identity of Ukrainians – their deep religiosity” (Kuzmenko 2018: 561). In addition, the cross on the grave “is a commemorative sign of the revival of memory” (ibid.).

Stories about the installation of a cross show how relocated people consolidate their lives. It is the family’s responsibility to put up grave crosses and monuments. In relocation to mass graves, where people without living relatives are reburied, the community erects a memorial cross. That is, this community acts as a family. It should also be noted that this did not happen immediately during the resettlement, but much later, perhaps when it became relevant for the resettled community. During resettlement the people’s attention and their conversations were about the shortage of building materials, the search for craftsmen to build a new home. They could calmly consider the relocation of the village only when the main work of construction of houses was finished. That is, the relocation of cemeteries played a unifying social function in the context of resettlement.
CONCLUDING NOTES

In the folk worldview, the grave is thought of as the place of last rest, the eternal home of the deceased. The procedure of digging a grave, protecting it before burial, the procedure of filling the grave, putting up a memorial tombstone and visiting graves is strictly regulated in Ukrainian folk culture. Even the presence of water in the excavated grave was treated as a bad sign – and the construction of a reservoir meant the complete flooding of cemeteries. Therefore, it was necessary to move them. This was not easy, as all the villages destined for relocation were ancient, meaning the burials were ancient. Flooding graves was especially dangerous as it provoked a possible curse from dead ancestors. These beliefs, and ideas about the afterlife, as well as various transformations and hybridisations of these beliefs with atheistic Soviet doctrine are reflected in the narratives about the transfer of the cemeteries.

This event is well preserved in the settlers’ memories, it is described as tragic and horrible. The main idea of these stories is the impossibility of completely transferring the cemetery. Interestingly, in connection with the theme of the cemeteries’ transfer in the memories there are apocalyptic motifs: “No wonder the old religious people said: ‘The time will come when there will be no place on earth for the living or for the dead…’” (Sorokova 2015: 68). To somehow correct this situation, people tried to install grave crosses on the transferred mass and symbolic graves.

Since Ukrainian independence, especially in the 21st century, resettlement communities have worked actively to preserve the memories of their flooded villages. They have published books, installed memorials in former settlements, organised photo exhibitions about their native villages, gathered for periodic or annual meetings, established crosses on common transferred graves (Koval-Fuchylo 2021). Such social practices indicate a post-Soviet rethinking of hydropower construction and land flooding. Focusing attention on the moved graves is very relevant today. Interestingly, in memories about the resettlement experience from flood zones in Polish society, the cemetery is given much less space than in Ukrainian experience (Godyń 2015: 132–135; Koval-Fuchylo 2017).

Semantic analysis of the nomination, repeating motifs, themes, plots that form the concept cemetery give foundation for the following conclusions: it is impossible to completely transfer cemeteries; interfering with cemeteries is potentially dangerous and provokes the wrath of the dead; the installation of a tombstone restores the sacredness of the tomb, helps consolidate a resettled community and actualises the memory of its historical past.

Soviet atheistic propaganda and the interpretation of the hydroelectric power plant as a symbol of the power of the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic led to the hybridisation of ideas about the afterlife in the people’s worldview. However, modern memories of the relocation of cemeteries, as well as the social commemorative practices of relocated people, show that today in the Ukrainian folk worldview, the cemetery continues to have a high sacred status.
NOTES

1 More about this in Horbovyj 2020.
2 In Ukraine during the time of Soviet power, there were two great waves of church destruction, the 1930s and the 1960s–1970s. See more detail in Babenko 2014; Pashhenko 2005.
3 In Ukrainian Provody, Providna nedila, Providnnyy ponedilok.

FLOODED VILLAGES MENTIONED IN THE ARTICLE

Andrushi, Pidsinne, V'yunyshche, Zarubynsi Pereyaslav-Khmelnitsky district, Kyiv region
Bakota, Konylivka, Naddnistrianka Kamyanets-Podilsky district, Khmel'nytsky region
Kalaborok, Pen'kivka Novoheorhiivsky district, Kirovograd region
Les'ky, Sahunivka Cherkasy district, Cherkasy region
Skorodystyk, partially flooded, former Irkliyiv district, Poltava region (now Zolotonosha district, Cherkasy region)
Yalynci Hradys'k district, Poltava region

SOURCES

BVI – Buhaenko Vasyl Ivanovych, resettler, born in 1941 in the village of Penkivka. Lives in Pidhirne village, Kremenchug district, Poltava region. Recorded on 19/05/2012.
MAF – Motailo Antonina Fedorivna, resettler, born in 1937 in the village of Kalaborok. Recorded in Hlynsk village, Svitlovodsk district, Kropyvnytskyi (Kirovohrad) region on 19/05/2012.


YaHP – Yakuba Hanna Pavlivna, resettler, born in 1926 in the village of Yalynci, since 1960 has lived in Biletskivka village, Kremenchug district, Poltava region, recorded by Marina Kurina on 20/05/2012.


ZhNI – Zhmenko Nadija Illivna. Recorded in the village of Skorodystyk on 02/08/2014.
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